
 



 



 



 



Update: 
 
 The “Shaved Goat Skins” currently used for the drum heads, and the 
upper two rings for stretching the heads, were purchased from:  
 

Rhythm Traders 
3904 NE Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., 

Portland, Oregon 97212 
 

 Buying rings is MUCH less expensive than having them custom 
made!...particularly if you can buy then in a quantity of 10 or more.  
They are available in a variety of sizes.  The cost per ring for 10 rings 
drops to half the individual ring price.  The same is true of the goat skins 
used for the heads.   
 
 Goat Skins are much thinner than cowhide rawhide.  This allows the 
drums to produce a higher and brighter tone.  Goat Skins can be purchased 
with or without hair.  If you purchase the skins with hair, the finished 
drum heads will require shaving.  This way of heading a drum adds to a 
more “authentic” look, but shaving the heads requires practice and skill, 
as it is easy to cut the skin in the shaving process, and possibly ruin the 
head.     
 
 The bottom “Tension Rings” have been made by the author, as these 
rings are too small in diameter to be purchased from Rhythm Traders.  A 
hand made wood jig is used to form rings of the needed size, from seven to 
nine strands of bailing wire: the two free ends of the coiled wire are linked 
together and soldered. Finally, all strands of the “ring” are wrapped 
with electrical tape to hold the strands together in a single ring.   
 
 Tension cords (two 25” cords) for stretching the head and the 12 
loops on the upper Compression Ring and the lower Tension Ring are (2 
– 10’ cords) 550 Nylon Para-Cord.  (Do not cut off the excess cord on 



these rings.  The free ends can be used later for tensioning and tuning the 
drums, and for decorative purposes.) 
 
 Drum building is a “Team Sport,” best done with two to three pairs 
of hands.   
 
 Drum staves for the body are laid out on a table in a fan shape, edge 
t edge, insides of the staves face down.  The top edge of the staves should 
be aligned carefully.  Three strips of masking tape are applied across the 
entire set of staves (top, middle, & bottom) with two to three inches of 
excess tape left hanging over the edge.  With the help of an extra pair of 
hands or two, turn the entire set of staves over, inside of the drum stave 
facing up.  With the help of the extra hands carefully roll the staves from 
both outside edges into a cylinder and tape tightly.  Using large rubber 
bands, and extra hands, stretch the bands out over the drum and space 
them from top to bottom along the sides of the drum.  Use ten to twelve 
rubber bands per drum.  Take time to carefully align all the joint edges, 
and keep the top edge of the staves carefully aligned. Wipe off any 
excess glue squeeze out with a damp cloth, rinsed frequently, inside and 
out.  Let dry overnight.   
 
 The top edge of the drum is sanded with a vertical disc sander, 
carefully sanding each of the 12 ‘corners,’ and bringing the edge close to 
round.  Once sanded, the edge is routed with a 3/16” round-over bit and 
ball-bearing pilot to reduce sharp edges.  Sand the rounded edge lightly 
with 280 grit sandpaper, and soften the top inner edges of the staves with 
sand paper using pull strokes up ad out from the inside of the drum.  
Sand only enough to take away the sharp inside edge.    
 
 A 5-Gallon bucket is used for soaking the heads.  The water should 
be deep enough to roll up the head loosely, and submerge the entire head 



vertically.  Soak for 10 to 15  minutes until the head is very soft and 
pliable.  Keep the head wet during the stretching process using a wet rag. 
 
 Stretching the head is done tying-off one end of a tension cord at a 
pair of loops in the lower ring, and tracing the tension cords through every 
other pair of loops around the rings.  Light tension is applied by 
applying tension lightly to each cord around the drum, while keeping the 
top two rings level with the top of the drum body, then tying-off ends.  The 
second tension string is added at the first, only threading through the ring 
loop pairs not yet used.  Continue to add tension around the drum and 
tying off after each round, alternating tension to alternate tension cords 
until the cords are tight and the head has a nice tight feel when taped 
lightly.   Let the head dry overnight before trimming any excess skin from 
above the top ring.   
 
 This is a quick outline of the building process.  If you would like to 
build your own drums, and wish additional information, please contact 
me.  I can assist you with ideas for building your own Stave Cutting Jig, 
Ring Forming Jig, staining and finishing staves, and anything else I have 
learned from helping complete novices go from never having worked with 
wood or tools successfully take home a finished drum they are proud to 
say they have built.   
 
William Henderson 
1945 Fairlane Drive 
Lima, Ohio  45806 
419-645-5186 


